Preservation of prefrontal cortical volume in behaviorally characterized aged macaque monkeys.
Normal aging is frequently accompanied by a decline in cognitive capacities supported by the prefrontal cortex. The principal aim of the present study was to determine whether these impairments are coupled to morphometric alterations affecting the volume of the prefrontal cortex in an established nonhuman primate model. A large sample of 19 young (4-11 years old) and 40 aged (20-32 years old) rhesus monkeys was tested using a delayed response procedure known to require the functional integrity of area 46 of the prefrontal cortex. Aged monkeys displayed robust delayed response deficits that were specifically related to the demands of testing on memory. Modern stereological methods were then used to estimate the total volume of area 46 and the volume of layer I in brains from 21 young and aged monkeys. Prefrontal cortex volume was entirely preserved in the aged monkeys as a group and among the subset of aged subjects that displayed the most severe behavioral impairment. These findings indicate that gross morphometric alterations affecting cortical volume are unlikely to account for age-related decline in the information processing capacities of area 46 in primates. Taken together, current evidence instead suggests that changes in the functional connectivity of critical cortical circuits may contribute to normal cognitive aging.